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It is very important that all electrical 
outlets the equipment is connected to are 
properly grounded and are on the same 
phase!  Check polarity on all outlets be-
fore connecting any components.  Consult 
with a licensed electrician. More details 
on electrical requirements are to follow. 
DO NOT PLUG IN ANY PART OF 
THE SYSTEM UNTIL COMPLETELY 
HOOKED UP, YOU WILL DAMAGE 
THE SYSTEM!!!
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Important Precautions

The original shipping cartons and packing materials will come in handy if you 
ever have to ship your equipment.  For maximum protection, repack as it was 
originally shipped and always insure it. When packaging a 20” or larger TV 
make sure you double box it. Make sure the inner box with the TV has the pic-
ture tube facing DOWN.

If you do not understand something in the manual or have a problem  please 
call our technical service department at 619-670-4412 or 800-878-4056 exten-
sion 8. Thank you for your continued patronage

In the following pages you will find detailed directions pertaining to the installa-
tion and operation of your video system.  Please note that some of the instructions 
may not be relevant to your system). Please read all pages before attempting 
to install the system and refer to it as needed. We suggest allowing your clerks 
and managers to read over the manual, In case an emergency arises when your 
not around.
 



munication cable (a 5  ̓gray cable with 2-9 pin gray connec-
tors). This is used to relay information from the computer 
to the CE. Connect either end to the computer (B) and the 
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Rack Assembly
Whether or not you purchased a pre built 
rack, these pictures illustrate an optimum set 
up for your VCP room. We recommend that 
you have access to the front & back of the 
rack. When building your rack, make sure 
its level and secured in at least 2 places. In 
the example on the right we secured the rack 
to the wall and then used a 2x4 to secure the 
middle and back of the rack to the nearest 
wall. Refer to the drawing taped to your rack 
for details on how it sets up. Once your rack 
is built and secured you can install all the 
VCP’S, computer, tracking TV and CE.

2 x 4

Wiring Main Electronics

to #1 on the right board is labeled “SB”(G) this is used for your standby (the picture showing in the 

A

B

F

C

D

E

G

Once the main electronics (CE) is in place, we sug-
gest securing it to your shelving. If you have our 
rack, there are 4 pre drilled holes in the shelving 
steel. Drive 4 - 1 5/8” screws into the “feet” of the 
CE. Next take the din cables bundled up on the side 
of the shelving and plug them into the back plane, 
beginning with #1. If you have a 127 channel net-
work (H), the board on the right is for channels 1 to 
63 the board on the left is for channels 64 to 127. The 
channels on the left board  are not labeled correctly. 
Channel 64 =“SB”, 65 = 1, 66 = 2, etc.  The port next 

booths when no money is deposited). The type of stand by generator changes from 
time to time. It could be a disk player, a casio camera or come from the computer, 
currently it comes from an MPEG player (J). A Din to a phone jack cable is used. 
The Din connects to the port labeled “SB” (G) and the phone jack will plug into the 
“video out” of the MPEG Player (A). There is a 15 pin connector (I) on the back of 
the computer, this connects to the computer monitor. Next, plug in the power cords 
from the CE (C), the computer (D), the computer monitor, and the tracking TV into 
the line conditioner (E). Donʼt plug in the line conditioner yet. Now hook up the com-

H

60 61 62 63

64 65 66 67 I
Jother end to the front side of 

the CE (F).
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VCP, VCR, & DVD Hook Up
No matter what type of player you are using, the audio video connections will be the same. ANYTIME 
you hook up or disconnect a player, make sure you remove the power cord before removing or plugging 
in the audio video wires. When plugging in a player, make sure the power plug is disconnected (1) then 
plug in the white & red wires (2-3). The white cable will go into the connector labeled with “Video”(2) or 

1 2 3 4

5

Slave Board And Master Controller Insertion
The “Slave Boards” (9) are the main control boards that run the booths. Each Slave Board consists of 
2 separate boards, a “AV Mux” board and a “Booth IF” board. Each slave board has 8 ports, 1 for each 
booth, 1 for the tracking TV and 4 for “Quad” (if applicable). The boards must be inserted starting 
from the far left (6). If you have quad with your system, the “Quad Master Board” (7) must be installed  

6 78

9

11

“Video out”. The con-
nector on the player will 
probably be a different 
color (usually yellow), 
disregard it. The red 
cable is for audio, this 
gets plugged into “Au-

dio”(3) or “Audio Out”. Once the audio video wires are in place then plug in the power wire (4). The 
problem with plugging the power in first, is that the ground of the audio video jacks carry a small amount 
of AC voltage. If you tap the center conductor of the cable to the ground, you will send voltage through 
the system, which could damage the video amplifiers. Same process goes for any other players. DVD 
players (pictured below) and some VCRʼS have several extra connectors. Follow the procedure as above 
and disregard all other connectors. All “Stereo” units have a “Audio Out Right” and “Audio Out Left” 
(5). Since our system is “Mono” it doesnʼt matter which jack you choose, unless one sayʼs “Mono”, then 

plug it in there. Once 
both cables are con-
nected, then it is safe to 
plug in the power.

last. Make sure you leave no empty slots between 
boards, if you have less then 4 slave boards, the 
empty space should be on the right (8).  When 
sliding the boards in make sure the 3 connectors 
on the back  line up with the cage (10), once they 
are, push in the board firmly (most system prob-
lems occur, because boards are not pushed in all 
the way), on the top & bottom using your thumbs. 
Once all the slave boards are in, insert the master 
controller (11). Simply line up the board in the 
rails, and slide it all the way back.

10
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Quad Splitter Hook Up
The quad splitter converts 4 video’s into 1 picture. To do this we need to take 4 video signals out of 
the “Quad Master Board” and put them into the quad splitter. Then we take 1 video signal out of the 
Quad Splitter and put it back into the slave boards. First, place your Quad Splitter within 3’ of the main 

E

A 
B 
C 
D 

A 
B 
C 
D 

A B C D 
F

F
Back of quad splitter

G

G

Monitor Station Hook Up (Used to check tracking on your chan-
Connect the hard wired 15 pin booth 
cable  (H)  to the last available slot on 
your slave boards. It doesn’t matter 
where you plug it in, we just like to 
keep it separate from the rest of the 
booths. Connect the controller (I) to 
the phone jack on the side of the TV  
(J). Take the power pack included in 
the TV box and connect here (K) the 
other side plugs into a power strip.

electronics, we usually put it on top of the CE(E). Now find your 
“Quad Splitter Cable Set” (4 black cables with a BNC on one 
end and a 15 pin connector on the other). Plug the 15 pin end 
into the front of the “Quad Master Board” starting with “A” (4th 
connector up). Then 
connect the rest going 
down as shown in the 
examples on the right 
& left. Take the other 
ends and connect them 
to the outputs of Cam 
1(A), Cam 2(B), Cam 

3(C), Cam 4(D) on the back of the quad splitter shown in the middle picture. As a second reference 
you can use the illustration to the right. Note that the last 4 slots on the 
Quad Master board (board to the far right) is used. Now that we have 
the video going into the quad splitter, we need to get it out. Depending 
on how many slave boards will depend on what type of cable you need. 
If you have 2, you will use a 2 to 1 “Quad Amp” cable. If you have 3, 
then you’ll use a 3 to 1 cable, and so on. A 3 to 1 cable is shown in the 
illustration to the right. Basically it takes 1 video signal coming out of 
the “Monitor” (F) connection on the back of the quad splitter and puts it 
into 3 BNC connectors on the front of the slave boards. It doesn’t matter 
which cable plugs into each board. Now find the enclosed power sup-
ply, it looks like a small power pack. You connect 
the small end into the power jack on the back of 
the splitter (G), the other end into a power strip or 
into the wall.

J
K

H

H
I



the twelve 2” screws in the accessory kit. 8-Open the housing. 9-If installed, remove the metal control 
box (UBC) held in with 10 silver screws (be careful the board will slide out of the box, they become 
loose in shipping). 10-Remove the small black wooden spacer. 11-Take the twelve 2” screws and drive 
6 up and 6 down into the booth panel, 12-Replace black spacer & UBC. 13- Lock housing (if locks are 
hard to turn, bend the lock cams slightly outward (away from housing) with a pair of pliers).

Booth Construction Tips For Our Standard 
There are a few things to keep in 
mind when you are constructing a 
custom booth. Keep a minimum 
distance between the back of the 
booth wall and the back of the 
building. Access is not needed 
behind the booths its only a con-
venience, so if you have the room, 
leave like 3’ extra. Also note the 
minimum booth width.
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When cutting out the holes for your housings, keep in 
mind that the housing has only 3 flanges. The right side 
does not have a flage and slides against the right cut out. 
This is why the right cut has to be perfect. If off by 1/8” 
there will be a gap that your customers can see through. 
Use the measurements to the right to determine your 
cut out size. If you are using an angled housing and you 

Installing Housings
Warning!!! If you do not have enough room to walk behind your 
booths with the housings installed. Skip this section for now 
until you have your 15 pin booth cables installed. When your 
booth is ready for housing installation follow these steps. 1-Re-
move housing from box. 2-Remove the 4 screws that hold the 
tan shipping boards in place. 3-Remove the “Accessory Box” 
(cardboard). 4-Get six 1” black screws out of accessory box. 
5-Place housing in cut out. 6-Use the six 1” screws to fasten the 
top and bottom rails to the booth (These are only used to hold 
the housing in place while you do the main securing). 7-Find 

are framing out your 
booths with 2 x 4’s, do 
not flush a 2 x 4 on the 
left side of the hole  (1), 
the housing will not fit. 
Space it out about 3” 
away.



to “Touch Switch 2”. If you have buddy booths, connect the yellow phone cord to “Touch Switch 1” of each buddy 
booth
7-If you have a preview control box at the front counter, connect the 15 pin cable here.
8-Connect 15 pin cable from CE.
9-Use black 4’ RCA to RCA cable to connect to “Video In” of your TV
10-Don’t use - Only used for upgrades to old systems that do not have a quad amp board.
11-Used for preview, buddy, or DVD housings.

Running 15 Pins Booth Cables
15 pins are the main thick black cables used to con-
nect the booth to the CE. Each cable has a length 
written on the hood in gold or silver ink. Refer to 
your floor plan to decide which cable goes where. 
If not already done, we suggest labeling each end of 
all the cables with the corresponding booth number 
before starting. First roll out all the cable on the 
floor. You must roll the cable out, you can’t just 
pull on both ends till its straight. You can damage 
the cable if you do it incorrectly. Once cables are 
unrolled group them in sets for your booths. Say 
booths 1 to 5 are on one side of the room and 6 to 
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Connecting The UBC Board
If you have access to the back of the booths, you can slide in your TV’S. If you only can access the 
booth from the front, wait till the 15 pin booth cables are hooked up before installing the TV. All the 
cables you need to hook up the UBC are in the accessory box that was included in the housing.
1-Use the BNC to RCA 
cable/connect to quad TV
2-Use the yellow RCA 
cable stapled in housing
3-Used for Halogen light
4-Use the DIN wire and 
connect to vacant & oc-
cupied lights
5-Connect to power strip 
6-Connect gray phone cord 

10 are on the other. Bundle the ends of cables 1 to 5 together with a few zip ties. Put a sock or a small 
towel over all the ends, then a plastic bag, use another zip tie to hold it all in place. Run the bundled end 
from the booth area through the wall, in the ceiling, etc until you are at the CE. Unbundle the cables 
and insert them into the front of the slave boards starting with the top left connector (1). This is known 
as booth #1 and outport #1. In the computer you can assign booth numbers to different outports if you 
get them mixed up, but try to keep them in order. Booths 1 to 8 go into the first board on the left, then 
booths 9 to 16 go on the second, and so on. Once all the cables are plugged in, start zip tieing them so 
there is some slack (A). Then start pushing the extra slack back towards the booth area. Once there, 
start tieing up the cables to the back wall of your booths (B). Keep in mind that the cable will plug 
into the UBC box on the far right side (when  looking from behind). Leave enough slack so it can go 
around the 20” when installed. 

1
2 
3 

9 

A 
B 

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Preview System - Control Box Hook Up
The preview system requires a control box at the front counter (1). This is known 
as the SWAP box. Each preview booth has a port on the back of the UBC labeled 
“Preveiw”(2). Your must run a standard 15 pin booth cable from the back of the 

preview box to the back of the UBC. 
Refer to the booth numbers  (3) on the 
back of the SWAP Box. Please note, on 
some verisons the numbers are printed 
incorrectly, they will be handwritten. Once connected, you 
need to run another cable from the CE (any available slot (4)) 

to the “To Video Sys”(5) port on the back of the swap 
box. There is  a standard player cable included with 

1

2

3

564

the swap box, the din end con-
nects here (6). The RCA ends 
connect to “Video In” (Red 
Audio/White Video) of your 
tracking TV.  Use the 8 pin din 
to 4 RCA to connect the play-
ers. The red RCA (7) connects 
to audio out, the white RCA (8) 
connects into video out. The 

black RCA (9) connects to “Scan” (usually labeled 
with a “S”). The last RCA (10) (yellow) connects 
to “Play” (usually labeled with a “P”) on the back 
of the player. Once connected, you’ll want to go to 
the booth referance screen (see page 18)  and set 
the outport you used to plug in the 15 pin cable to 

7

8

11

9

reflect a desired booth number. For example you may want to show your 3 booths as 1 - 3 (11), your 
swap control box can be known as booth 31 (13) (all money deposited into the swap box will register 
here), your system tracking TV can be known as booth 32 (12). Ignore the “In Use” red door (13) for 
the swap box, it won’t coinside with the preview occupancy. The amount of time you give for each 
booth is controlled by the UBC. You will find a “Dip Switch” on the right side of the UBC board. The 
switch settings control time and preview charge. Refer to the chart below the switches to set both. A 1 in 

12

13

the chart means the switch should 
be “ON”, a 0 would be off. If you 
want to charge $6 per preview, 
switch 1 & 4 would be off and 2 
& 3 would be on. If you want to 
give 1 hour of time, swicthes 5 & 
6 should be ON and 7-8 should 
be off.

10



plug in the mini 
din (17) cable,  
make sure arrow is 
facing you. Press 
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Setting Up Front Of Housing

Remove tie strap (12) from 
bill acceptor (it is only used 
for shipping). 

Find the touch panel (13) in your accessory kit. 
Slide the panel into housing holder, you may 
need to pull the top bar off the glass a little (14). 
Slide panel to the left so its flush with the black 
paint on the glass. Then tighten the screw on the 
bottom (15), just enough to hold the board in  
place. Then connect the phone cord (16). Now 

16
17

Pre Start Up - Electrical Specifications
We recommend that the circuits you use for your system are dedicated. Meaning that nothing else is 
hooked to the breakers. No lights, cash registers, etc... Neon near any of the cables associated with the 
system will cause major interference. Security devices that detect a product leaving the store give off 
large amounts of noise. When allocating electrical for your store, use the following references. Each 
video player takes 18 Watts, so for 63 players, youʼll need about 9.5 AMPS. The other main items 
in the VCP room consist of the computer, tracking TV, and the CE. All these items can run on about 
6 AMPS. So if you have standard 63 channel system a dedicated 20 AMP breaker will run your CE 
room. As for booths, theyʼre current draw depends on the type of TV. The electronics and bill acceptor 
pull about 1 AMP. A standard 20” TV pulls about 85 Watts (.7AMPS). A standard 9” TV pulls about 
65 Watts (.55 AMPS). So a standard booth with a 9” TV & a 20” TV will pull a total of 2.25 AMPS. 
Make sure all circuits are on the same phase (same side of the bus bar). When figuring out the amper-
age you need for any set up allow a little extra for “Start Up”. When electronics start up, they draw 
more power then when the run. So if all your booths pull 18 AMPS when they run, they may pull 21 
AMPS when the start up, which would trip your 20 AMP breaker. If you run into this situation and 
you canʼt get an electrician out for a few dayʼs, unplug the booths or players, turn on the breaker, 
then plug in the booths or players 1 at a time. As for outlet location, the premade 63 channel rack 
has two 7  ̓tall power strips. The strips have 15  ̓power cords  coming out of the top (19). Just place 

12

15
13

14

the din in firmly. No sound & no bill credit 
is caused by a loose din. The bill acceptor 
may work, but unless the din is plugged in, 
the pulses won’t trigger the system.

1918

your outlets accordingly. The booths have one 3  ̓power cord 
coming out of the back, right side of the housing(18) (when 
looking from the front). If possible, and you have enough room 
to walk behind the booths, you may want to mount the outlet 
directly to the back of the booth. If you want to use 1 duplex 
outlet for 2 booths, you have to be precise when mounting . 
The plugs wonʼt reach if you just put it in the middle.



When a housing is opened, an alarm will go off. The oc-
cupied & vacant light will flash, there will be a buzzing 
in the CE room, and if you have quad the small screen 
will flash between quad and stand by. If you want to 
clear an alarm, turn the key to AC (J), then press the 
channel up & down buttons at the same time (K) in 
the alarmed booths. When you want to take out your 
money, turn the key to AC, open a housing, remove 
the money, lock the housing, press the channel buttons, 
then do the next booth. When all booths are emptied, 
turn the key to N.

Use a polarity checker (A) before plugging in the 
booths or main electronics (you can find them 
at Radio Shack or Home Depot for about $6). 
Once plugged in, some components may come 

Plugging In The System

A
B

C

D

E

The “Master Controller” (F) runs all aspects of the system. It allows 
you control system functions, using a key. We recommend drawing 
a line on the top of the key, when its in the normal position. Turn the 
key counter clockwise (left), until it stops. The key should be straight 
up and down, in the 12 o’clock position. This is known as “Normal” 
(G), draw a line on the top edge of the key. (this is where you should 
leave the key while operating the system). Most systems will illumi-
nate the red light (H) above the key as an additional indicator of the 
correct position. If you are using and external alarm (a buzzer that can 
be placed at the clerks desk) plug it into the jack shown above (I). This 
just extends the buzzing for alarms from the CE to the front counter.

System Operation - Master Controller
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H

I

F

G

Master Controller - Clearing Alarms And Taking Out 

J

K

on by themselves. 
Others you will have 

to turn on manually. The 
CE has 1 main power 
switch (B). If you need 
to reinsert a PC board, 
turn power off first. The 
housing turns on with a power strip switch (C). 
The computer & computer monitor may come 
on by themselves. If not, turn them on (D and E) after the CE is on. This 
allows the computer to communicate with the CE.
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Master Controller - Credit Clear & Master Reset Credit 

3

4 6

5

The reset function is used when ever you have a problem with your sys-
tem. This is a “first thing to try”. It won’t hurt the system and won’t affect 
your customers, so you can do it at any time. To do a reset correctly, put 
the key in the normal position (counter clockwise until it stops). Then 
turn the key clockwise until it stops, putting it in the R (7) position. Wait 
2 seconds then turn counter clockwise until it stops, putting it back in the 
normal (8) position. You’ll notice a few things happen. All the lights on 
your slave boards will light up (9), then go back to normal. You will see 
the words “NO SLAVE” on the “Monitor” screen (10) of your computer. 

Master Controller - Reset And Clearing “No Slave” 

10

12

11

13

9

Credit clear is used to remove credits from any booth. 
We don’t recommend using this feature when custom-
ers are using the booths. If you want to clear credit in 
one booth while there occupied, just open the housing 
and then clear the alarm. To use the credit clear feature, 
turn the key 180° (1) to the CC position. Then press the 
channel up and down buttons at the same time (2), in 
the booth you wish to reset. If some booths have allot 
of time, never turn off or you want to clear all credits 
in all booths, you can do what is known as a master 
reset. First turn off the power to the system (3). Then 

turn the key clockwise until it stops in the R 
position (4). Turn power back on (3), you will 
hear a long buzz. When it stops, press the red 
button (5) above the key, you will hear 3 beeps 
in a row. When it stops turn the key back to N 
(6). This clears all credits in all booths. When 
ever you turn power off to the system and leave 
the computer on, you will lose communication. 
To reestablish it see page 14.

1

2

7
8

To clear the No Slave alarm, turn the key to AC (11) (alarm clear). Wait a few seconds, then turn back 
to N (12). Your monitor screen will then go back to normal (13).



The TV is usually modified to come on by it self 
in case power is lost. This also means, you can’t 
turn it off. You can use the volume buttons on the 
front of the TV to adjust the  sound level (A). The 
monitor station works allot like a booth. Before 
you can see the video’s, you need to add time. 
Instead of depositing money, you just hit the credit 
button (B). Make sure you press and release the 
button each time. Don’t hold it down, if you do, 
you could set off what is known as a “coin  alarm”. 
Basically the coin alarm alerts the store owner if a 

Using You Tracking TV aka “Monitor Station”

B

C D

A

E

F

Computer - Defualt Screen aka “Booth Status”

coin is jammed in a booth. A jammed coin  holds down the coin switch, just 
like holding the credit button. So if you do set off the alarm, you can clear it 
just like a regular booth. Simply turn the key to “AC” (E) (alarm clear), then 
press the channel up & down buttons, on the handset, at the same time (C 
and D). Then turn the key back to normal (F). To access the channels, simply 
add time and then use the channel up (C) & down (D) buttons. When your 
finished with the controller, you can use the magnet on the back  to hold it 
onto any metal object. Do not attach it to any of the electronics.

H

LK

L

N

When your computer first starts up, it should come to a 
screen that looks like the picture on the left. First thing you 
want to look for, are green and red bars flashing in the lower 
left corner (H). If there are no green and red bars refer to the 
section called “Reestablishing communication”. If you get 
the bars, that means the computer is receiving information 
from the CE. This screen shows you which booth is in use 
(red door), which is not  (green door) and which has an 
alarm (K). It also tells you how much time per quarter your 
giving at that moment (L), this is because you can low-
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er your time 
given as your booths get busier. This is only an information 
screen and you can’t make any adjustments. To access other 
area’s of the system, use the mouse to click on the menus or 
buttons, such as channel activity. To access other “hidden” 
information such as “income per booth”, “configuration” 
and “hourly income”, press and hold the “ALT” key and 
press “P”. Type the default password “AAA”(L). This will 
be described in detail in the next few pages.
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Computer - Clerks Menu & Channel Top List aka Channel 

T

U

P

R

S

In the default (clerks) level you can see the booth activity, 
channel activity, and enter movie titles (only shows on chan-
nel activity screen not in booths). To access your channel 
activity, click the “Channel Activity” button (P). Now you 
will see the channel activity screen (R). This screen rates 
your movies in a best to worst category. With the most 
watched on top and the worst, last. Please note, that if you 
have just because no or few movies have been watched. The 
screen will make more sense when they have been used for 
awhile. You’ll notice a percent next to each channel num-
ber (S). This is the percent of time the movie is watched 

in all booths. The percents get smaller as you go down the 
screen. Each screen holds 32 movies. So if you have a 63 
channel system and you want to take out the worst 20 mov-
ies, press the Page Up button (T) 1 time. You’ll see another 
32 movies the last channel number to have a percent next 
to it is your worst movie, just count back 20 and remove 
those tapes. Channel numbers that do not have a percent 

(0.00%) have not been watched 
and you should just ignore them. 
When you change tapes, or you 
first install the system you should 
send a “Clear Memory” to the CE. 
Remember the computer is only 
showing information stored in the 
CE. So to start the readings over or to clear out any bad information we need 
to send a command to the CE to clear. You do this, on all screens, by pressing 
Y (U). When you do, a message will show on the bottom of the screen ask-
ing “Send Clear Memory To Video System? Y” If you wish to clear, then just 
press either enter (Q). If you do not want to clear, press “N” then enter. It is 
important that every time you change tapes, you clear the memory. Otherwise 

you will get inaccurate readings. When you clear the memory, you may not see the screen change for 
5 - 20 seconds. This is normal. When its cleared and you have no one in the booths, you’ll see a whole 
screen of random channel numbers with 0’S in the percentage area. If you have some customers oc-
cupying the booths you will see a screen of random channel numbers with maybe 1 or 2 or 3 channel 
numbers showing in the top left corner, these are the movies your customers are watching. Every few 
minutes the numbers will change.
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Computer - Tape Title
Tape title (1) is used if you wish to type the names or a descrip-
tion of your movies in, as an additional reference for the channel 
activity screen. You’ll notice on the previous page, there are 
some movie titles next to the channel numbers. The tape title 
screen generates that text. If you wish to use it, click the “Tape 
Title” button . You’ll notice a cursor (small white line blinking) 
is in the channel 1 space. Simply  type in the name of the movie 
you have in your first  VCP. If you make a mistake you can use 
either the backspace (2) or delete  (3) keys. Backspace is used 
when the cursor is to the right of what you want to delete. As 

1

Computer - Exiting The Program/Restablishing Communi-

2 3

4

9

6

you push it, the cursor will move left and delete every 
thing in its path. The delete key is used for deleting the 
letter over the cursor. As you press it, the letter above will 
be deleted and all the text to the right moves left 1 spot. 
If you look to the right, you’ll see the word PAL. This 
section is only used as a reference for some systems that 

have PAL & NTSC tapes. Its just there to let clerks know which type of tapes to replace it with. When 
your finished entering or changing titles click “OK”. You can go to the channel activity screen, if you 
wish to view the entries.

If you wish to close the program, you can do so, by clicking 
the small “X” in the upper right corner of the screen (4). 
When you exit the 
program, you will 
be brought to the 
background screen 
for Windows (6). To 
open the program 
properly, place the 
mouse arrow over 
the small icon in the 

upper left corner (9) then quickly “double click” the left mouse button.



“Clear”, a message appears asking for your password, enter it and hit enter or click “OK”.

B
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Computer - Accessing Owner Menu (Using Passwords)
To access other screens (income, configuration, etc..) you need 
to enter a password. To do this, Hold down the ALT key (C) 
and press P (D), then release both key’s. Now the computer asks 
you to enter your password (E). There are 2 levels of passwords 
known as the “Managers Level” (level 1) and the “Owners 
Level” (level 2). Your system was shipped with  AAA as the 
owners password and BBB as the managers password. These 
are also the default passwords if you ever change the master 
controller. The owners password allows you to access all screens 
and clear money readings. The managers level lets you look 

C

D

Computer - Income Per Booth
To access the booth income screen, click the “Income Per 
Booth” button. Now your screen should look like the one on 
the left. This shows the income in each booth (H), the income 
on your monitor station (I), and your total income (J). The last 
time memory was cleared is shown here (K). Your screen will 
probably have other booths listed. Later in this manual we will 
show you how to eliminate unused booths from the various 
screens. In this example, we are displaying the tracking TV 
(in the next version of software, you will be able to disable it, 
so it won’t register into your totals). To clear this screen click 

H

I

J

K

at income, but he can’t clear it. 
Type in aaa (uppercase or lower 
case). The computer will display 
*** (F). 1 asterik for every char-
acter entered. Now press enter 
or click “OK”, unless you get an 
error message you should see 2 
more buttons (Income Per Booth 
& Hourly Income). If not, try 
again. If you get a message that 
say’s “communication failed”, 

E

F

go to page 14 and follow the “reestablish communication” section, then try 



Computer - Configuration Part 1 - Contact Multipliers
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Computer - Hourly Income
The next screen is 
“Hourly Income”. 
Simply click on the 
button to view the 
screen. You’ll notice 
the screen shows you 
an hourly and a daily 
total for a 24  hour pe-
riod (1). Use the scroll 
bar (2)  to view all the 

Now were going to go over the configuration screen. Like 
its name, this is where you configure all aspects of your 
system. From time per coin, to number of channels. Click 
on the configuration button. The screen shown on the right 
will appear (7), with the cursor flashing by the “Seconds 
Per Coin” box (8). Note that everything relates to coins 
(25 cents), so every drop of the coin (or pulse from a bill 
acceptor) will activate the booth for this amount of time. 
The 3 boxes below relate to credit multipliers (9). This sec-
tion allows you to give more credit for a specific type of 
acceptor.You will probably never have to change these, but 

7

times. You’ll see dates listed on the top of the screen (3). Today’s date should be listed in the left corner, 
if not, refer to the section “Changing Date And Time”. Yesterday should be to the right and so on. The 
totals at the bottom of each page (5) shows the total income for the day. The “Sum” totals (4) on the 
right show the total hourly income for the whole week. This just indicates what your busy hours are. 
There is no real need to clear this screen because it only holds information for 1 week .If you wish to 
clear these screens, you do it the same way as the rest, by clicking the clear button. Click the small X 
(6) in the upper right corner to go back to the main screen.

4

5

6

1
2

8

9

you should understand what they do. In the main booth cables, there are 3 wires, used to trigger time. 
Coin and token acceptors are connected to the first “Coin Multiplier”. Bill acceptors use multiplier 
#2. Custom and preview systems use multiplier #3. Bill acceptors are usually set up for 4 pulses per 

3

dollar so you would leave contact multiplier #2 at 25¢. If 
you used a bill acceptor that gives 1 pulse per dollar, you 
would want to change contact multiplier #2 to $1.00. You 
do this by clicking the “+” to increase and “-’ to lower the 
number. The “Units Displayed” box  (10) works directly 
with the  “Time Per Coin”. In this example, 1 coin drop 
will give you 60 seconds (11) and display 100 units (10), a 
bill insertion will give 4 times that amount (4 minutes and 
400 units). You can change the number to display whatever 

amount of “credits” you wish.

1011
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Computer - Configuration Part 2 - Decreasing Time
Click on the “Decrease Time” tab (A). This screen allows 
you to decrease time as the booths get busier. In this example 
when 2 (C) booths are busy all the booths will get 55 (D)  
seconds per quarter instead of 60, which we set on the first 
screen. Then when 4 booths get busy the time decreases to 50 
seconds, and so on. Gradually increase the booth numbers as 
you decrease the time. If you do not wish to decrease time as 
booths get busier, make sure the times in all 3 boxes on the 
right are the same as the “Time Per Coin. Next is “Credits”. 
This allows you to give credit for higher denomination bills 

A

BC

D

Computer - Configuration Part 3 - System Preferences
The first box “Time charector insert (channel & time display 
in the booth) stays on”. The number entered is divided by 20 
and that’s how long it stay’s on. For example 70 is entered, 
70 divided by 20 is 3.5, so the character insert stay’s on for 
3.5 seconds. So if you want the character insert to stay on 
longer or shorter, change this number accordingly. The next 
line down “Steps in which units count down” controls how 
the time counts down in units. You will notice when you 
deposit a dollar the character insert will show 100 units. 
In this example it will count down in 2’s, if you want it to 
count down in 1’s or 5’s, change this number accordingly. 

The third box “Units (time) getting low warning” refers to when the customer gets low on time we 
want to let him know. So in this example, when he gets to 10 units (about 25 seconds), the character 
insert reappears on the screen and stay’s until time runs out. The next 3 items should not be changed. 
“Delay untill channel scroll” should be 70, “Speed channels will scroll” should be 4, and “Time un-
till channels jump by 10” should be 200. If you have mechanical buttons (Non touch) in your booths 
“Time untill channels jump by 10” should be 70. The “Channel” box should equal the total number of 
VCR/DVDS you have connected.  

deposited. Its activated for any bills over $5.00. You enter a percentage of the bill deposited that you 
want to give as credit. In this example, if a $5 bill is deposited we give 20% credit which is $1.00. So 
when your customer inserts a bill he will see & get $6.00 worth of credit. the income screen will only 
show $5.00. If you don’t want to give credit, type 0.



Computer - Configuration Part 4 - Quad Splitter Controls
If you don’t have quad, skip this section. This section allows 
you to set which channels the quad scrolls through, how fast 
they change and if 1 picture or 4 pictures change at a time. 
In “Lowest channels” enter the lowest channel you want 
the quad to scroll through (usually 1). In “Channels” enter 
the highest channel you want the quad to scroll through 
(usually the total number of channels you have hooked 
up). “Quad splitter time” is the amount of seconds that a 
quad picture will change. It goes in line with “Change quad 
picture”. Select either 1 , which will change 1 picture at a 
time or select 4. So if you want all 4 pictures to change at 

Computer - Booth Reference
The booth reference screen allows you to relate a booth number to a specific “Outport” (1). If you wired 
you booth correctly you will not have to edit the outport numbers. When you first start your system you 

1
may want to clean up the way the booth numbers appear on the screens. If you 
have less then 32 booths you can eliminate the unused booths. To make a booth 
not show up on the computer, simply replace the booth number (2)  with a 0. If 
you want your monitor station to show on the income screens, go to slot (outport) 
that your tracking TV and type in a desired booth #. In the example the tracking 
TV is plugged into port 12 (3) and we want it to show on booth 32 (4).  If you 

3

ever have to move a cable from one 
slot to another, you’ll want to change 
its booth reference. Say you take the 
cable that goes to booth 1, and instead 
of plugging it in outport #1 you plug 
it into an available, outport #12. Just 
change ouport 1 booth number to 0 
and change outport #12 to 1. Just click 
OK when you are finished.
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once, change “Quad splitter time” to 16. So every 16 seconds all 4 pictures will change. The example 
above is the standard set up. When you make changes to the configuration you must send the informa-
tion to the Central Electronics (CE). No changes take place until this is done. To do this, simply click 
the OK  (A) button. 

A

2
4



Disabaling booths allows you to deacti-
vate the income counting of an outport 
(booth). To do this, go to the disable 
booths section of the menu and hit enter. 
The screen should look like the one on 
the right. The only time it makes sense to 
disable a booth is if you don’t want you 
tracking TV (monitor station) to add inot 
your income totals. If you do not wish it 
to count, you disable the booth, by typ-
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Computer - Disabling Booths

B

ing a J into the outport number the Tracking TV is plugged into. Remember its 
the outport number, not the booth number. In this example we have our tracking 

A

TV plugged into the 12th (A) slot (outport). So in turn 
we typed “J” in outport number 12 (B) in the computer. 
Now when we add time to the tracking TV “Total:” (C) 
will not include the tracking TV income. “Tot. 2:” (D) still 
includes the tracking TV and all booth income.

D

C

Computer - Changing Passwords
Select Passwords from the “Options” Menu. This option allows 
you to change your managers & owners (Level 1 & 2) pass-
words. If you are currently in the Owners Level, you will see 
the screen to the right. Remember level 1 is managers level and 
level 2 is the owners level. To change your passwords, simply 
type in the new ones on this screen, just like the screen on the 

left. If you only want 
to change one of the 
levels, simply type in 
the new password and 
leave the other space blank. In this example we are changing 
both passwords from “BBB” and “AAA” to “Manager” and 
“Owner”. Once you have entered the NEW passwords, click 
“OK”. When you do, you will see a screen like the one to the 
right. At this point YOU 
NEED TO ENTER YOUR 

OLD PASSWORD. Which if its a new system or a new master 
controller is “AAA”. Click “OK” when finished. If you don’t 
get an error message, your passwords have been changed. If you 
were in the managers level at the beginning of this lesson, you 
would of done the same procedure, but you would only of had 
the option to change password level 1.



but not in the CE. To make the new time/date to take effect, you need to send a configuration. Here are 
the steps. Run the video program by double clicking with the left mouse button on the “2 K or video” 
(N) Icon. When the video program is back on the screen, hold the “ALT” key and press “P”. Enter 
your password when asked, then enter. Use the pull down menu and select “configuration”. Now you 
should be looking at the configuration screen like in pictures on page 17. Click “OK”,  changes will 
take affect within 10 minutes.
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Computer - Changing Time Or Date
After you exit the program you will see a screen similar to the 
one on the right. In the bottom right corner you will see the 
time and date (I). Double click using the left mouse button di-
rectly on the date and time (I). You should see a screen like the 
one below. To change the date, click on the correct date in the 

Computer - Reseting Password To Clerks Level
If you are finished taking readings and making changes, you’ll want the computer to go back to the 
small clerks menu. This way no one can see your income. There are 2 way’s of doing this. When ever 
you exit the program and reenter (see page 15), the clerks menu will automaticly be in affect. A simpler 

F G

way is to press ESC so you are at a menu, hold the 
ALT key (F) and press P (G), release both key’s. The 
system asks for a password, instead of typing the cor-
rect password, just enter a bunch of gibberish, then hit 
enter. The computer will show  a message that say’s 
invalid password, just press esc. You will now see the 
booth activity screen again.

I

calendar (J). The num-
ber will change from 
black to white. You 
can change the year 
and month, by clicking 

J
on the small buttons (K) to the right of both fields. To change 
the time, click on the section (L) (hour, minutes) that you wish 
to change. The number will be highlighted. Eitehr type in the 
new time or use the arrow buttons to the right (M) and click 
the mouse button. Now the time is changed in the computer, 

K

L
M

N



Preview Box Operation
The preview box (aka-Swap Box) activates the UBC board and 
sends video and audio from the video player to the booth. The 
main purpose for the Swap box is to control the income and to 
allow your clerks to check the tracking of the various preview 
players. The screen (1) below the buttons shows which booths 
are in use. Each Swap box can control 8 booths. There are up to 
8 numbered lights in the “occupied screen”(1). If a customer is 
using the booth as a preview, the booth number will be illumi-
nated in green (2). If a customer is using it as a arcade booth, 
the number will be red. If he is using preview and arcade, it will 
be orange. To activate a vacant booth, press the booth select up 
(3) or down (4) button until an available booth is selected on the 
middle screen (5). Please note that if a booth is occupied, the 
bill acceptor will be disabled and will not accept money. The 
bill acceptor will also be disabled if the 15 pin cable going to 
the CE is disconnected. Once a vacant booth is selected, deposit 

1

2

4

5

the required amount 
of money. Now the 
corresponding booth 

number will be illuminated in green on the bottom screen. The 
tracking TV will show the video the customer selected. To keep 
clerks from watching movies all day, the swap box goes to a 

6

“standby” mode (blank screen on TV) 
after about 2 minutes. The booth will 
stay occupied until the preview time 
runs out. Please note: say you set the 
booth to run for 1 1/2 hours,  most 
people fast forward through the mov-
ie they are watching, which brings 
them to the end of the tape usually in 
about 45 minutes. We suggest having 
your clerks periodically monitor the 

booth, by checking tracking. If the screen is blank, the tape is 
over and the booth should be reset. To clear remaining time, 

select the desired booth 
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3

and press the reset button (6). If you have a swap screens button 
(7) in your booth, your customer can switch between preview and 
arcade by depositing money in the bill acceptor (8). If you have a 
second monitor (9) (quad) it will show channels form the arcade. 
By  pressing the “Swap Screens” button the screens will switch. 
Sound only comes from the bottom TV.

7

8

CH: 10 98

9
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Maintanance - Cleaning Bill Acceptors

Make sure that when you clean the TV screens, you turn to power off to the housing (1). When you 
clean the screen with the TV on, there is a large amount of static built up that can discharge and blow 
the processor of the TV. When cleaning the glass of the housing, make sure you spray a towel with 

Depending on use, we suggest cleaning your bill acceptors between every 3 day’s to 2 week. You 
should adjust your cleaning, depending on the number of bill jams or acceptance problems you have. 
Please note that the bill acceptors shown here may differ from yours, but the procedure is the same. 
The cleaning proccess can be done with the acceptor installed or removed from the booth.

Step 1: Unpack 
cleaning card 
and insert in 
mouth of bill 
acceptor. Hold 
onto the end of 
the card, and 
follow it in.

Step 2: When your 
f ingers  hi t  the 
edge of the accep-
tor, hold the card 
firmly. Don’t let 
the card go in or 
out. You may need 
to use 2 hands.

Step 3: Keep 
holding onto the 
card. The bill 
acceptor will 
start pushing 
and pulling on 
the card for 5 
- 30 seconds.

Step 4: When the 
bill acceptor stops 
pulling the card, 
pull it out. The bill 
acceptor should re-
set and the green 
arrows should re-
appear.

You will notice belt 
marks on the edges 
of the card. If not 
to dirty, you may 
be able to clean 
another bill accep-
tor.

Step 5: Reverse 
the card (insert 
t he  end  you 
were holding 
onto) and repeat 
steps 1 - 4.

Maintanance - Cleaning TV’S,  Glass And Airing Out 

1

windex (2), then wipe the glass clean. If you spray directly on the glass, and some 
of the cleaner drips between the touch panel & glass, you will damage the touch 
board. Its also a good idea to air out various components of the system. Including 

2

the slave boards, master controller, power 
supply’s, TV’S and UBC’s about every 4 
months. When airing out UBC’s (3), pull 
board out, spray air, then firmly slam board 
back in. 3



Problem: Some booths that don’t have a picture, sound, or just don’t work right.
Solution: Usually the UBC boards gets loose in shipment. Simply pull the board out about 6 inches, 
make sure the board is in the rails, then slam the board back in.

Problem: The computer is not communicating with the system.
Solution: Usually the communication cable is not connected properly, the master controller is not 
in all the way, or you need to reestablish communication (see page 14). Check both ends of the gray 
communication cable, make sure they are secure. If there is another jack on the back of the computer 
that the cable will fit it, plug in there and re-establish communication (see page 14). Next try pulling 
out the Master Controller a few inches & firmly sliding back in.

A

Problem: When you put money in the character insert looks very strange (A).
Solution: This is caused by the system coming on without a stand by connected 
(SB on back plane). Connect a standby picture so it shows on the booths, then 
do a reset (see page 11).

Problem: Time doesn’t count down in the booths, quad doesn’t work right, booths only 
give 4 seconds of time, booths only have 4 channels. 
Solution: This can be caused by the slave boards not being all the way in. You can check 
the lights on the slave boards. The bottom light (B) represents power. The next light 
represents the slave board is scanning all the ports and should be blinking (C). The 3rd 
light up indicates if the master controller is communicating with the slave boards and 
it should be blinking. If any of these lights are off, turn off power switch, and reinsert 
slave boards. Make sure you firmly insert the boards (use your thumbs).

D 
C 
B
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Troubleshooting - Basic Concepts Of Trouble Shooting
Most of the calls to our tech line involve us guiding customers trough basic concepts in troubleshooting. 
This process needs to be done before calling our technical support line. Whatever the problem your 
having, 50% of the time, it can be fixed by simply turning power off, then back on. For example, if 
you don’t have sound coming out of a booth, turn off the housing for a minute then turn back on. Same 
goes for a bill acceptor, or the computer, or the CE, or any component of the system. Next just switch 
the non working unit with a working one. If you have no sound in one booth, but have it in another, 
switch the UBC’S, if the problem stay’s with the booth, switch the touch panel, then the speaker, etc... 
This will isolate what component is bad. The next few pages will go over common probelms that are 
called into our tech support line.

Problem: The touch panel is not functioning properly.
Solution: If a cel phone, or a 2 way radio is being used it will mess up most of the buttons and make 
channels change by themselves. This will stop about 1 minute after the cel phone or 2 way radio is 
turned off. It could also just need to be reset, so just turn the power off for a minute then turn on again. 
When the touch panel is first turned on, in calibrates for about 30 seconds, so don’t get near the front 
or back of the buttons for atleast a minute. Lastly the bar that holds the touch panel could be to loose, 
or the screw on the bottom is to loose. The touch panel must be firmly pressed against the glass. If the 
bar is bent in a way that it allows the panel to move, you will need to remove the bar with a supplied 
nut driver and bend the bar accordingly.



Problem: Volume is to loud in booths. 
Solution: All UBC’S can be set to only allow customers to go to a preset maximum volume. Go to 
the booth you wish to set to a lower volume, and deposit a dollar. Go to a channel with high volume. 
Hold the volume up and down buttons for about 10 seconds, you will hear 1 beep. Adjust the volume 
to an acceptable level. Hold both volume buttons again until you hear 2 beeps.

Problem: Volume is to low in booths. 
Solution: If you hear sound, but it won’t turn up any louder, the volume may be set to low. Follow the 
same procedure as above.

Problem: One or some of the quad pictures flash “Video Loss” 
Solution: This is normal. The quad switches 1 picture every 4 seconds. Say “A” is on channel 4 and it 
tries to go to channel 8, but channel 8 is rewinding. The quad splitter will hold the last image showing 
(Channel 4) and flash “Video Loss”. If you press the A button you will go to a black screen and be on 
channel. “Video Loss” will go away once the next channel has video.

Problem: Bill acceptor takes money, but doesn’t give credit.
Solution: Check the mini din (1) coming out of the touch panel, this is 
the most common problem. Pull out the din and make sur there are 4 pins, 
then reinsert connector. Press in firmly with arrow facing you (2). You 
can also try reinserting the UBC. Pull the board out about 6”, then slam it 
back in. Next you can check all other wire connections in the booth. If it 
still doesn’t work try switching the bill acceptor. Also note that the alarm 
must be cleared (see page 10) for the booth to accept money.
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1
2

Problem: All quad screens are black when you put money in. 
Solution: Your quad splitter may be locked up. Simply unplug the power 
from the back of the quad splitter, wait a minute and then plug back in.

Problem: Any TV has a snowy picture or is blue. 
Solution: Some TV’S have a blue screen feature built in. If you go to a channel that is disconnected 
or rewinding, the TV may switch to a blue screen. This is normal and will go away once you switch 
to a channel with a picture. If you see “snow” your TV is in tuner mode, it needs to be in video mode. 
You can switch it with either a remote control, a TV/Video button on the front of the TV, or using the 
menu and other buttons on the front of the TV (refer to your TV owners manual).

Problem: Booth has no sound. 
Solution: The mini din could be loose, refer to the solution at the top of this page. You may also want 
to reinsert the UBC board. Pull the board out about 6” then slam it back in. The volume may be set to 
low, refer to the above “low volume” problem and solution. Check connections to speaker, both ends 
of phone cord, and 15 pin booth cable. If it still has no sound, locate the 15 pin the in CE room and 
move it to another available slot.

Problem: Booth has no picture. 
Solution: Make sure TV is on. Switch through all channels to make sure its not just a group of chan-
nels. Then locate the 15 pin the in CE room and move it to another available slot.



Warranty
Videotel, Inc. provides the following limited warranty.  This warranty extends to the original consumer 
purchase and to no purchaser or transferee.

Limited Three (3) Year Warranty
Videotel, Inc. warrants the Master Controller, Slave Boards & The Central Electronics Case (Includes 
Back Plane & Connector Board) for three (3) years. During this period, Videotel, Inc. will repair defec-
tive parts without charge to the owner provided defects occur within the normal course of usage.

Limited One (1) Year Warranty
Videotel, Inc. warrants Metal Housings, UBCs, Touch Panels, Mpeg Players, DVAP Players*, converted 
TV/Monitors, and all Cables against defects in materials or workmanship for a period of one (1) year 
after the date of the original purchase.*Internal IDE drive in DVAP DVD is warranted for 9 months.

Limited Ninety (90) Day Warranty
Videotel, Inc. warrants Video Players and AAP’S against defects in materials or workmanship for a 
period of ninety (90) days after the date of the original purchase. During this period, Videotel, Inc. will 
repair defective parts without charge to the owner provided defects occur within the normal course of 
usage.

Manufacturer’s Warranty
Videotel, Inc. provides warranties for 30 days on Computers,  Bill Acceptors, Quad Splitters, Computer 
Monitors.  After 30 days, please consult the manufacturer’s warranties in the event the above items are 
found to be defective.  Videotel, Inc. can provide repair service for some of these items at a reasonable 
cost to the purchaser.

Purchaser’s Responsibility
1) Purchaser must notify Videotel, Inc. within 10 days after discovering a defective product or part.
2) All warranty repair must be provided by Videotel, Inc.
3) Purchaser is responsible for transportation and insurance both to and from Videotel’s Service 
Center.
4) Warranty is extended only to the defects in material and workmanship  and does not extend to 
any product or parts which have  been lost or discarded by purchaser.  Warranty is not furnished to 
units which have been altered or modified without the authorization of Videotel, Inc. or damage to 
products by misuse, accident, vandalism, improper installation, improper maintenance or use in viola-
tion of instructions furnished by Videotel, Inc. or parts thereof which had the serial number or tamper 












